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Abstract
Among the innovations aimed at tackling the transportation issues in urban areas, one of the
most promising solutions is the possibility of making virtual trains of vehicles so as to provide a
new kind of transportation system. Even if this kind of solution is now widespread in literature,
some difficulties still need to be resolved. For instance, one must find solutions to make the
crossing of the train possible while maintaining train composition (trains must not be split) and
safety conditions. This paper proposes a multi-level decision process aimed at dealing with this
issue. This proposal is based on dynamic adaptation of train parameters which lead to trains
crossing without stopping any of them. Results, obtained in simulations, make the comparison
with a classical crossing strategy.
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Introduction

Traffic jams and air pollution are two main undesirable effects from which urban environments
suffer. Traffic jams waste a lot of time and cause air pollution, impairing the health of humans.
Safety issues are also concerned since traffic jams and road congestions lead to numerous incidents/accidents that make traffic conditions even worse. In this context, autonomous vehicle
capabilities promise numerous improvements aimed at solving those problems. The faster response times increase the road capacity and fluidity the traffic flow, more foresighted driving
and reduced fuel consumption and pollution, while collision avoidance systems decrease the
number of accidents. [12]. In order to improve further urban road conditions, research work
has been done dealing with both infrastructure and vehicles levels. On the infrastructure level,
the focus is made on finding new management approaches to deal with the crossroad issues.
Indeed, the increasing complexity of transportation networks leads to the inefficiency of the
traditional management approaches which have become more and more expensive. Among the
new approaches, one can cite the automatic management of status and duration of traffic lights
such as those proposed in [3], [14] or in [9], where the weights of all the serial lanes are dynamically computed. In [11], a multi-agent traffic light control system based on a multi-objective
sequential decision making framework and a traffic light controller based on the Bayesian interpretation of probability are developed. On the vehicle level, the research works are mainly
1
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focused on developing new autonomous capabilities. Among them, one of the most promising
solutions is the possibility of making virtual trains of vehicles so as to provide a new kind of
transportation system [3]. This solution, based on platoon control algorithm, has been explored
in several research projects such as CRISTAL, CATS 1 or SafePlatoon 2 . The key element of
this virtual train solution is the ability to control each vehicle to obtain a coherent global behavior on the train level. Basically, two main trends can be found in research literature. On one
side, global approaches are based on a global reference frame shared by all the vehicles of the
train. Then, each vehicle computes its behavioral parameters according to this shared reference
which can be either the trajectory of the first vehicle of the train or a reference trajectory built
off-line. These approaches generally require communication between vehicles such as in [10],
[7] or [8]. On the other side, local approaches are based on vehicle local perception abilities.
Some methods, which are based on classical control algorithms, are developed to implement the
longitudinal and lateral control in [4] [15] [17] or physical-inspired and inter-vehicular interaction link [6] [2], [18]. When the works related to virtual train control are abundant, solutions
for managing virtual trains at crossroads is very scarce. Generally, the crossing is based on
alternations between roads, letting one entire train pass before giving priority to the other
road. However, among the few references dealing with this subject, one can cite [3], [13] or [16]
which present solutions based on the adaptation of longitudinal distance, each vehicle being
considered as an agent. In this paper, we propose a multi-level solution, based on local platoon
control algorithm, which aims at adapting virtual train parameters depending on the perception
context, shown in Figure 1. The proposed low-level decision process deals with the hardware
level of the vehicles. From one command provided by an upper level, the low-level decision
process applies this command as fast as possible considering vehicle kinematics, dynamics and
hardware constraints. The middle-level decision process is a local platoon control based on a
physical inspired virtual linked as the one developed in [5] or in [1]. From a vectorial distance
computed from perception data, this middle-level decision processor calculates a command to be
applied to the vehicle by incorporating with the parameters of the virtual link (spring, damper,
etc.) and the vehicle current state (speed, acceleration, etc.). This calculation takes also into
account train parameters such as desired longitudinal distance or global train speed. These
elements are the output of the top-level decision processor which deals with global train state.
Then, the crossing abilities of the virtual train stems from the interactions at trains level and
from their implications on lower levels. Consequently, this global behavior is not deterministic
and can be considered as the result of many interactions at train, vehicle and hardware levels.
The result obtained is an adaptive intersection of trains without alternation in road priority
and where each vehicle adapts its behavior depending on the train, vehicle and hardware levels
interactions.
This paper is structured as follows. The multi-level platoon control model is detailed in
section 2. Then, experimental results are presented focusing on the evaluation of the improvements provided by our model as compared to a regular intersection management which let pass
one train after the other. Finally, section 4 concludes the paper by giving some future extension
of this model.
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Multi-level decision system

In this paper, the intelligent crossroad system of virtual trains is treated as a multi-level decision
system. This crossroad system includes all the necessary parts of the multi-level decision system:
1 http://www.parc-innovation-strasbourg.eu/index.php/CATS-Project/welcome-on-cats-webpage.html
2 http://web.utbm.fr/safeplatoon/
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Figure 1: Multi level decision system
perception, multi-level decision processing (e.g. top, middle and low-level decision processor).
The perception gives the information of the environment and vehicle status information. Based
on the perception, the top-level decision process makes the platoon decision, which guides the
whole platoon in crossing the intersection. The decision includes the speed of the platoon and
the distances between vehicles. The middle-level decision process,which is the platoon control
in this paper, gives demands applied to vehicles. The low-level decision process involves the
basic vehicle control (e.g. vehicle dynamic control, motor control). Basic vehicle control models
are widespread in the existing literature and are not discussed in this paper.

2.1

Coordinate Systems

When calculating the platoon control parameters and inferring the relative position among
vehicles, at least two coordinate systems are needed, as shown in Figure 2(b).
1. O − xy system: It is the North-East coordinate system. It is fixed to the earth and the
axis O − y and O − x direct to the north and east earth direction respectively.
2. O0 − x0 y 0 system:This coordinate system is also called Vehicle-Fixed coordinate system,
the direction of O − y 0 is the same as the vehicle longitudinal axis.
~ in O − xy coordinate system could be
The direction angle of the car is θ. The vector XY
transformed to X~0 Y 0 in O − x0 y 0 system by rotation matrix R(θ) with the following equation:
~
X~0 Y 0 = R(θ)XY

2.2

Perception

Perception is the cornerstone of autonomous vehicle algorithms. It aims at retrieving information of the vehicle itself and the environment information surrounding the vehicle. One can
also include communicating the exchange with perception ability. Thus, the perception can be
classified into the following categories: (1) Vehicle state perception: Vehicles gain the information of themselves, e.g. speeds, positions, direction, (2) Environment perception: Each
vehicle can perceive all necessary information about its surrounding environment with sensors,
3
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(3) V2V communication: In this way, the vehicle communicates with others nearby. They
can exchange or share information, (4) V2I communication: All information is sent to the
intersection. After the decision processing, the command is returned to all the cars.
In this paper, each car can, through network communication with others, perceive and get
other cars information around the intersection. In this manner, they can infer the relative
position and the speed direction.

2.3

Top level decision process

The top-level decision process involves the coordination of one or several virtual trains. The
top-level process decides the priorities of the virtual trains, the inferred vehicle’s distances, the
train’s speeds, and so on. Figure 2(a) depicts a situation of deciding the priorities, distances and
speeds of the related trains. In this paper, the rules of crossing intersection by two virtual trains,
each of them contains 2 vehicles, are discussed. We suppose that the transportation systems
can run safely and smoothly if all the virtual trains run under the same decision processing.
We decide to use the widespread rule “right vehicle first” and to adapt it to virtual train.
Considering that the right virtual train has the priority, each train nearby the crossroad will
compute the adapted speed and longitudinal distance to ensure non-collision.
2.3.1

Speed limit

In order to avoid vehicles from being crushed, the speed limit is necessary. When the virtual
train crosses the road, the speed limit aims at improving the transportation efficiency, avoiding
the jam and hence improving safety. Before the vehicles begin to cross the intersection, period
when the virtual trains adjust the speeds and vehicles distances is called the adaptation period.
Speed before crossing As shown in Figure 2(a), the intersection information could be inferred according to the positions and directions of the two trains. Consequently, it is easy to
calculate the distance between the virtual train head and the intersection point. At the time
t0 , the left heading vehicle has a st0 distance to the point and the right heading vehicle is lt0 .
At the time t1 ; the left train has st1 and the right train has lt1 . Since the right first rule has
been chosen. The key point is to adjust the left train speed.
For the left train, it can arrive the intersection point O before the right train finished to
crossing. The speed of the right train should be as
vr = (lt0 − lt1 )/(t0 − t1 )
according to the time changing (t0 − t1 ) and the distance changing (lt0 − lt1 ). Then the right
train needs to arrive the intersection point in this time:
tr = lt1 /vr
If let the right train pass first, the max speed of the left train is:
vlmax = st1 /tr

(1)

Crossing speed: When the virtual trains are crossing, a maneuverable method keeps all the
vehicles at the same speed. In one side, the same speed keeps the steady constant distance
between vehicles in the same virtual train. On the other hand, the identical speed can avoid
disturbance of another vehicle in the transportation system. However, it is also necessary to
compute an ideal longitudinal distance between vehicles so as to ensure safety.
4
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Figure 2: Virtual train information calculation
2.3.2

Nominal longitudinal distance

The nominal longitudinal distance is the distance between the two successive vehicles in the
same train. For safety reasons, vehicles should not be too close. However, if the distance is
too long, the transportation system efficiency is reduced. Therefore, the distance must change
under different conditions. The crossing distance is carried out when the virtual trains cross
the intersection.
Platoon distance: It is defined so as to ensure safety under various conditions. The distance
should vary with the vehicle speed, environment conditions and the vehicle type. For instance,
one can take a two-second rule for the following car which means the following vehicle should
drive at least two seconds behind the previous one. This rule is adapted depending on the type
of algorithm used and as the hardware performances.
Crossing distance: When crossing road, there is a minimum distance in order to make sure
all the vehicles can cross without being crushed. The minimum distance could be given by the
following equation:
Dmin = l + 2w
(2)
in which, l is the length of the vehicle and w represents the width of the vehicle. One must also
take into account the time response of the train in longitudinal distance change. These two
computations (speed and longitudinal distance) are sent to each vehicle composing the train.

2.4

Middle level decision process

The middle-level decision process concerns the vehicle itself, and outputs the speed and steering
angle. The middle-level decision process corresponds to a classical platoon control algorithm.
To perform all test, we chose a linear platoon model adapted from the one developed in [6] (cf.
Figure 3). The virtual link, between two closed vehicles, is described by a physically inspired
interaction model composed of two springs and a damper.
2.4.1

Physical model

The parameters involved in this model are: m the mass of the vehicle, k1 and k2 the stiffness
of each one of the springs, h the damping coefficient, l0 the spring‘s resting length (both springs
5
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have the same resting length), ν and γ the speed and the acceleration of the vehicle respectively.
The following vehicle receives the position of the previous vehicle and itself. Hence, the
three distances, d1 , d2 and D could be acquired, shown in Figure 3. d1 and d2 are the lengths
of the two springs and D is the length of the damper. Hence, the three forces acting on the
following vehicle are:
−−−−→
→
−
~ i = ki −
1. Forces of both springs: Fi = X
(di − l0 ), i ∈ {1, 2}.
−
−
→
−
→
2. Force of damper: Fd = h~ν = h(k ∆D
∆t k).

Using the Newton‘s law of motion, one obtains a 2nd order differential equation, the resolution of which allows computation of the speed and angle to be applied to the vehicle [6].
The interaction model is used for two main reasons. First, to maintain stable the desired
vehicles distance. Second, to guarantee a good trajectory matching, by making the follower
vehicle follow the same trajectory as its predecessor, the virtual leader. The parameters of the
model are learned so as to ensure safety and stability. The cars vary over time depending on
running condition (curvature, speed), see [6] for more details.

2.5

Low-level decision process

The low-level decision process is based on the vehicle kinematics, dynamics models and hardware
constraints. First, the process should shorten the vehicle response time, e.g. increasing the
acceleration. Second, the vehicle motor system is steadied under the low-level decision. In our
system, the low-level decision process includes the PI control algorithm to reduce the response
time. Plus, the algorithm, developed in [2], limits the step-movement scale for precise and
smooth tracking.

3

Experiment and Results

3.1

Simulation platform

When studying the vehicles dynamics, the simulation system is necessary not only for the safety
but also for the economy. The VIVUS (Virtual Intelligent Vehicle Urban Simulator) 3 developed
by System and Transportation Laboratory of UTBM is qualified for this work. It can simulate
vehicles and sensors within their physical properties. The artificial intelligent algorithms such
as platoon solutions and obstacle avoidance have already been tested in VIVUS.
Some parameters are listed as follows: the vehicle width is 1.5 meters, the length is 3 meters,
the crossing speed is set to 5 kilometers per hour. Considering the two-second rule, the platoon
distance should be 3 meters. After that, the minimum crossing distance is 6 meters according
to the Equation 2.
3 http://www.vivus-simulator.org/Main
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Simulation of lidars using GPS information

In the beginning, the following car is navigated by lidars, which detect three distance vectors,i.e.,
each vector includes angles Iand distance information. Then the platoon control algorithm
calculates the stiffness of the two springs, k1 and k2 , and the damping coefficient h, like presented
in Section 2.4.1. However, the lidars can only return information about the closest vehicle.
This VIVUS can lead to unsure situation, for instance, when the closest vehicle is a vehicle
composing of the other crossing train. Thus, we decided to enhance information provided to
vehicles by using GPS data exchange between vehicles.
It is easy to get the GPS information for the vehicles and there is a standard package for the
GPS information to the network communication system. After the car receives the previous
vehicle GPS information, it simulates the lidars using the two vehicles GPS information, as
shown in Figure 2(b). Then the three distance vectors are sent to the platoon controller to
make a decision.
Distance vectors The position information of the two cars, as same with the two points A
and C, are obtained through GPS, and the directions of the two cars were sent at the same
time. The method of getting the three vectors, called virtual lidars information, is showed in
~ is taken as an example:
Figure 2(b), where vector BE
In Figure 2(b), C and A are the center points of the previous and following vehicles respectively. The point B is the position of lidar, usually it is in the center point of the front of the
vehicle. D, E and F are in the tail of the vehicle, being in the left, center and right respectively.
~ is:
According to the vector operation, the equation to get one of the distance vectors BE
~ = BA
~ + AC
~ + CE
~
BE
The unit vector in y direction is uy = [0, 1], so the rotation matrix is:


cos(θ)
sin(θ)
R(−θ) =
− sin(θ) cos(θ)

(3)

(4)

Then:
~ = −uy R(−θ) ∗ l/2
BA

(5)

~ is:
Because the direction of the leading car is α, so the CE
~ = −uy R(−α) ∗ l/2
CE

(6)

l is the length of the vehicle.
~ and BF
~ are: BD
~ = BA+
~
~ + CD
~ ; BF
~ = BA+
~
~ + CF
~
In the same way, the vectors BD
AC
AC
~ BE
~ and BF
~ to
Coordinate transformation In order to get the angles form vectors BD,
~
AB, all the vectors are transformed to O’-x’y’ coordinate system according to equation using
~ ; B~0 E 0 = R(θ)BE
~ ; B~0 F 0 = R(θ)BF
~
the rotation matrix:B~0 D0 = R(θ)BD
0
0
0
0
0
0
~
~
~
The angles of B D , B E and B F to the axis O’-x’ are the three lidars angles. If the
vector is on the left of the axis O’-x’, the angle is negative; otherwise the angle is positive. The
three distances of the lidars information are denoted as B~0 D0 , B~0 E 0 and B~0 F 0 .

3.3

Simulation results

During the test, two virtual train features, distance and passing time, have been measured.
The distance should change with the different condition, handed out in Section 2.3.2.
7
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Figure 5: Distance changing when crossing
Distance: The vehicle distances concern the safety of people and the efficiency of the transportation system. In multi-level decision system, the distance changes with the different situations. Usually, the distance between vehicles is 3 meters, see in Section 3.1. While crossing
roads, the distance is changed to the road crossing distance of 6 meters.
The train, running from right to left, is called train A, the another is train B. In Figure 4(a),
it shows the situation where vehicles are preparing for the road crossing. In this situation, the
distance between vehicles is adjusted to crossing distance, from 3 to 6 meters. In figure 4(b),
the crossing road was executed. Vehicles kept the same speed, 5 kilometers per hour, and the
crossing distance, 6 meters. After all the vehicles passed the crossroad, vehicles at normal
speed and the distance between vehicles was changed to platoon distance, 3 meters, shown in
Figure 4(c). The vehicle distances changing of the two trains are also shown in Figure 5.
Passing time: In order to evaluate the passing time, two approaches are compared in the
simulation: the first is the normal one, i.e., the two virtual trains pass the crossroad one by
one even without the time waiting for the traffic light, called one by one in this paper. The
second one is developed in this paper called crossing method. In addition, two different crossing
distances, 6 and 18 meters respectively, are also carried out so as to compare the passing time
in different crossing distance. The 6 meters is the minimum crossing distance. The 18 meters
is just a meaningless distance longer than minimum crossing distance.
Forty points, represent forty times test, are shown in Figures 6. The Figure 6(a) gives the
twenty results of two method, where the crossing distance is set to six meters. As well as, the
results, shown in Figure 6(b), are the results of eighteen meters. For each situation, the average
passing times are shown in Table 1.
As show in Table 1, compared with the traffic light control, the crossing method saves time.
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(a) Crossing distance = 6 meters (b) Crossing distance = 18 meters

Figure 6: Passing time of each test
Table 1: Mean crossing time
time(s)

Method

distance(m)
6
18

One by one

Crossing

20.3
30.0

11.6
25.4

With the increasing of the distance, the passing time is also increasing.

4

Conclusion and Future work

In this paper, the virtual train crossing problem was addressed. A multi decision level strategy
based on platoons control was proposed. It contains the perception, top, middle and low
decision level. After the vehicles perceive sufficient information, the top decision level gives
the command to the virtual trains including the speed of the train and the distances between
vehicles. The middle decision level adjust every vehicle pace to fit the top-level decision and to
fit the platoon control algorithm requirement. The experiment was also carried out including
two algorithms: one was the normal way that the virtual trains pass the crossroad one train
after the other, and the second is a crossing method based on the strategy developed in this
paper. In an addition, two crossing distance situations were studied. The results proved that
the crossing control saves more time than normal method. For the future work, on the one
hand, the proposal should be tested with harder conditions, e.g. various numbers of trains and
various numbers of vehicles. On other hand, we also thought about using the crossroad so as to
make dynamic train reconfiguration, i.e. allowing vehicles to change trains while crossing the
intersection.
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